Mapping Social Innovation and Collaborations
Purpose

- Data visualisation/map of the social innovation landscape north and south of the border.
- Allow audiences to explore the organisations and projects active across border.
- Identify opportunities for cross-border and cross-sectoral collaboration, networking and learning.
- Assist in our understanding of networks and linkages.
- Identify opportunities for collaboration and learning.
Output

- The location of SI projects; users can filter activities by geographic location or sector.
- The network linkages/collaboration of organisations and projects across the border.
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Data Collection

- Distributed through the networks of the steering committee.
- Excel/Google Sheets format.
- Very little free text.
- Data that is easy to provide and codify.
- Visualisation will take 4-6 weeks.
- Can be updated over time.
- Can show a timeline of increasing collaboration.
Visualisation

• http://jeffmacinnes.com/visualization/collabMap/collabMap_interactive_web/collabMap_interactive.php